CASE NUMBER: TX04217-VS

SUBJECT NAME: Monte Clark, Hudson, CO.
LIC/REG/CASE NO.: TX04217-VS
VIOLATION SECTION NO.: 9 CFR, 88.4
DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPH: Closer view of the dead horse on the front of the trailer. This horse was identified by green USDA backtag number USAG3552

PHOTOGRAPHER'S SIGNATURE: Leslie Chandler

DATE: 6-21-04
CASE NUMBER: TX04217-VS

DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPH: Location of the dead horse on the trailer that arrived at Dallas Crown on 6-21-04. Other horses in shipment had been unloaded at time of photo. Dead horse is located in the nose of the trailer.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S SIGNATURE: Leslie Chandler

DATE: 6-21-04
CASE NUMBER: TX04217-VS

SUBJECT NAME: Monte Clark, Hudson, CO.
LIC/REG/CASE NO.: TX04217-VS
VIOLATION SECTION NO.: 9 CFR, 88.4
DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPH: Overall view of the truck-tractor and trailer that delivered the shipment. This view shows the trailer backed up to the unloading chute at the slaughter plant on 6-21-04

PHOTOGRAPHER'S SIGNATURE: Leslie Chandler

DATE: 6-21-04